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I’m Fosfi, a
designer ant. I
sometimes find it hard
to distinguish colours
and sometimes I make
mistakes designing
the antennas for the
travelling ants. I love
my spiky pompoms
and my new job that
Reinalda found me.

I’m
Reinalda,
Queen of
Glycoland. I
love all my ants
and worry very
much about
finding solutions
to their
problems.

I’m Isomis,
a happy-golucky ant,
with one green
antenna. As
soon as I
get my new
antennas I’ll
be able to
travel around
Metaboland.

I’m Jaak, the
wise grasshopper. I
love helping the other
insects curing their
legs or antennas and
giving them remedies
for their illnesses.
I also enjoy thinking
about why some of the
ants have become ill.

I’m Mutis,
a small ant
that only has
one bead on my
antennas. I get
lost in the woods
and can’t go out
alone. Luckily
Jaak is going to
help me…
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Once upon a time there was...
...a great colony of ants that lived in an enormous and complex ant’s
nest called Glycoland, situated in a lush forest called Metaboland.
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Each of the ants was given a different mission after having passed
their larva exams. All of them were perfectly trained to look after and
feed the small larva or build and keep the ant’s nest spotless. The Glycoland ants were black. The groups of travelling ants, that undertook
very important tasks far from the ant’s nest, wore beautiful coloured
balls on their antennas that looked like strings of beads. These coloured antennas helped them find their way made them more visible on
their excursions so that they wouldn’t get lost themselves in the Metaboland forest. Another group of highly specialized ants was in charge
of making the multi-coloured beads that the travelling ants wore on
their antennas. They were the antenna-forming ants: the sculptresses,
designers and the strongest ants.
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Each morning the strongest ants looked for beans and coloured stones,
which the sculptresses then transformed into beautiful coloured beads.
Then the beads were perforated with a rose thorn so that they could
be threaded through the travelling ants’ antennas. Finally, the designer ants had the very important task of placing all of the beads on
the little antennas, following a certain pattern of numbers and colours.
The travelling ants, with their lovely decorated antennas, were able to
leave for missions outside of the ant’s nest.
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Queen Reinalda was a big, beautiful ant who made sure that the ant’s
nest was well-built and who rejected any badly-formed tunnels that
could put the building in danger. Reinalda also made sure that the larvas
were well-fed and looked after, and educated them properly so that
they would become efficient ants. As to the travelling ants, Reinalda
checked their antennas to make sure that they were perfect so that
they could complete their missions without getting lost in the forest.
Even so, Reinalda was worried because every now and again, although
not very often, some of the sculptresses, designer or strongest ants
didn’t do their work properly and the antennas of the poor travelling
ants weren’t quite so colourful as was needed in order to avoid getting
lost in the Metaboland forest.
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One day Reinalda bumped into Fosfi, one of the designer ants, who
looked worried. Fosfi was colour-blind and didn’t understand too much
about colours. Even so, Reinalda had chosen her for the difficult task
of threading multi-coloured beads. Fosfi believed that life was full
of contradictions and she would only be able to write wonky lines in
Glycoland’s history.
-“Hello Fosfi, you seem upset….Tell me, have you made another mistake designing some of the antennas?”
Fosfi didn’t dare tell her that the last group of travelling ants that she
had designed for ended up lost in the middle of a puddle of a path. So
she said:
-“Queen, I feel very sad because I can’t distinguish the green beads
from the red ones, I’m constantly messing up the design. Could you not
find me a more suitable job for my unfortunate qualities?”
Reinalda, who loved all her ants equally, told her -“Don’t worry, I’ll fix
it! I’ll find you a place where you can be useful…” Reinalda made her
some pompoms from blades of wheat and happily announced: -“I’m going
to make you the travelling ant’s cheerleader!”
Fosfi thought that Reinalda was a really “cool” boss and left with her
spiky pompoms to where her colleagues were working, and all day long
she cheered for them.
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However, Reinalda was also worried about the ants with the faulty antennas that Fosfi had made. It would be a miracle if they were able to
reach their destinations and complete their important missions, which
would mean that Metaboland would probably not function properly. She
would have to think of something to avoid this happening.
Reinalda thought long and hard, but couldn’t understand why some ants
couldn’t work properly.
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She decided to call a meeting with the wise and knowledgeable people
of the forest and with all the Queens of the neighbouring ant’s nests
in order to look for a solution.
-“I’ll call a meeting with the colonies of red ants and the metallic ants
that live in the forest” decided Reinalda. -“It’s important to know if
there are other ant families that have the same problems as us and if
they’ve found a remedy!”
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The day of the meeting arrived and Reinalda presented the problem.
The Queens of the red and metallic ants had observed something similar in their nests, but they too didn’t know how to fix it. Among the
audience there was a grasshopper called Jaak, who was very seriously
concentrating on what Reinalda and the other Queens were saying. After thinking about it for some time, he said:
-“Maybe some ants have a problem which prevents them from making
better beaded antennas. I recently attended a meeting of bees, who
also have perfectly organized colonies, and they had a similar problem.
Let’s think about why this happens and then we can look at the possible
solutions”. The insects then said goodbye until the next month, after
promising to do some serious thinking about the problem.
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Jaak, the grasshopper, had a lot of friends among the inhabitants
of the forest because he was always lending a hand, he never asked for anything in return, and never interfered with anyone. He bandaged the ants’ and flies’ broken legs, prescribed a bit of pollen if they
were feeling low, or administered a potion made from special plants if
their stomachs ached. This is why everyone went to his home looking
for advice and a solution to their problems.

A month later, they all got together again near the Glycoland ant nest.
Reinalda greeted every single one of the guests, asking them:
-“Welcome! Have you found a remedy?”

Jaak remained very calm and didn’t say anything until it was his 15
turn. He then pulled out a very nice drawing he’d done in his nest
with the help of his ladybug helpers.
-“I think I have got an explanation for your problems. The fact is
that some of the travelling ants’ antennas didn’t have many balls, or
their beads weren’t perfectly round in shape, or their beads were all
the same colour. This causes them to loose their sense of direction, so
they continuously get lost in the forest and it is difficult to find them.”
-”And why does this happen?” asked Reinalda.
-“The problem is that there
are strong ants that aren’t
as strong as they should be
and only collect the smaller
beads; some of the sculptress
ants make imperfect beads,
or even cylinders and pyramids instead of small round
balls; and lastly, some of the
designer ants that can’t see
the colours properly.
These antenna-making ants aren’t capable of or don’t dare explain
what happens to them and are overcome with sadness” Jaak gravely
explained.
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Queen Reinalda and all her colony of follower ants were very happy with the explanation. After toasting with nectar made from

wild flowers and sharing grains of ground wheat, they asked the wise
grasshopper:
-“If that’s the case, Jaak, what can we do to correct it? -I love all of
my ants so much and I would like to help them if they have a problem!”
exclaimed Reinalda.

-”For now, what we need to do is to properly study the ants that have
problems with their antennas… I suggest that we build a hospital where we can study the different antennas. We’ll call this the Reticulum
hospital, because I’d like it to have small communicating tunnels so that
we can separate the ants depending on the type of problems their antennas present”.
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Everyone admired Jaak’s cleverness and received his proposal with open
arms, getting down to business straight away.
And this was how Mutis and Isomis, two travelling ants, met each other
in Reticulum. Both were young, less than a
month old in fact, which for an ant is very,
very little. Mutis was named this way because she could hardly communicate with
her friends, thus her antennas had only
one small ball. On the other hand, Isomis
was carefree and witty, and her antennas
were all green. This didn’t worry her too
much, but the truth of the matter is that
when she strayed from the group, it was
very difficult to find her. She always ended up lost in some place without knowing
how she’d got there. She was a bit of a
daydreamer and was convinced that shortly
a wise sorcerer would build her some new
multi-coloured antennas.
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-“Come on Mutis, cheer up, Doctor Jaak will soon cure your antennas
and we’ll be able to go out to the forest the same as our sisters.”
When Mutis heard this she began to celebrate, turning around in circles. After a few seconds, she lay down again in her nest wishing and
dreaming that Isomis’ predictions would come true.
-“Of course they will, Mutis. I’ll tell Doctor Jaak to cure you first.
Then I’ll be next, although to be truthful I don’t particularly like going
everywhere in a chain line. I prefer to do my own thing, even though
I often have to be rescued by the rescue team. We daydreamers are
like that; we always tend to do our own thing!”
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Soon afterwards, all the ants that had problems with their antennas
went to Reticulum, which became the hospital of reference. It was
incredible discovering just how many mistakes the ants’ antennas could
have. There were antennas that were all red, all yellow or all green;
there were those with very few balls and others with too many; on
some the balls were shaped as cubes, others were cylinder-shaped. A
remedy needed to be found for all of them.
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Jaak studied the problem using drawings which could have been drawn by
an artist. Then he came to a wise conclusion: the sick antennas couldn’t
be modified, they needed to be replaced by new ones! Shortly after, he
realized that the small olive branches, which were flexible and elastic,
could be used to build new antennas. After making lots of sketches
and designing some new antennas, he now had one last problem. How
could he adapt them to the ants’ heads? He needed a helmet. Being a
grasshopper that was familiar with the ways of the world, he thought
of peanut shells which were easy to find underneath park benches. And
as a peanut is oval in shape, he called it the dolico-helmet.
Once he’d got together all the necessary materials, he laid his designs
out on a table and began making the dolico-helmet with the new antennas. It was a simple task as the pieces fit together perfectly. Now all
he needed to do was try his invention out on a volunteer. Needless to
say, he didn’t have any doubts about who to pick for such an important
trial. Mutis and Isomis were his favourite patients! Mutis was a special
case due to his great desire to cure himself and carry out important
missions as a travelling ant. Jaak thought that she must have a great
amount of will power because he had seen this quality many times over
the years in other insects with this condition.
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In this way, Jaak sectioned off the malformed antennas with the help
of an old cricket and placed a dolicol-helmet on Mutis’ head and another on Isomis’ head. Very satisfied with the result, he warned them:
-“You now have to be careful when using them. Don’t be the first in
the line just in case they don’t work properly and you lose your friends.
And always keep close to the others”, he concluded, looking delightedly
at Isomis, who was as happy as Larry.
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The little ants were obedient and carried out their work successfully.
Jaak approved the invention and presented it to the neighbouring ant’s
nests. Soon after, several Glycoland tunnels were formed to build the
necessary dolico-helmets in a few short weeks. The ladybugs were in
charge of delivering them, not just in Glycoland, but also to all of the
ant’s nests throughout all Metaboland.
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Queen Reinalda thanked Jaak immensely for his dedication and intelligence, and presented him with a tunnel full of enough cereal grain to
last the whole of winter.
Jaak considered himself a very fortunate grasshopper indeed, as he
realized that his experience in Glycoland had helped him learn a lot of
new things. He started walking in no particular direction in Metaboland,
aware of the fact that soon he would probably discover another colony
of insects with other conditions to solve.
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Meanwhile, Mutis and Isomis travelled very proudly with their dolicohelmets. Fosfi cheered them while they worked, with his spiky pompoms
and they all shouted together: -“Give me a J, give me an A, give me
another A, give me a K, long live Jaak!”
...and that’s the end of this ‘beady’ story!

The End
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Appreciation dedicated to:
Professor Jaak Jaeken for his capacity of observation and intuition in
the discovery of a group of new metabolic diseases, for his dedication
to the patients and his devotion to science for the good of these.
To our children and adults who are the motor of our project. To all
whom, in their day-to-day, live with CDG patients and show them their
unconditional love, and who dream and wish to contribute to a better
world.

Congenital Defects of Glycosylation are hereditary metabolic diseases affecting the glycoproteins.
These are a vast number of proteins which possess chains of sugars (in the form of antennas) linked
to them. Congenital Defects of Glycosylation are errors in the synthesis of the glycoproteins.
These can be caused by the deficiency of different proteins (enzymes or transporters) capable of
transporting and yielding different sugars in a determined order to the glycol chain which need to
join many glycoproteins in the organism. As the final glycoproteins have many different functions
and locations within the cells, the defect in the glycol synthesis can affect many proteins at once,
and can cause a multi-systemic disease, affecting different organs and systems in the human body.
Depending on the origin and level of the defect, the clinical history of each child can vary greatly
and also the evolution and development of the disease. To date only 3 of the 45 types of CDG have
treatment. To get to know people this group of emergent diseases is urgent to increase the number
of research groups looking for possible therapies in order to achieve a better management of the
different clinical forms of children and adults with CDG.

Travelling ants: are the glycoproteins, whose
mission is outside of the ant nest, in any point
Glycoland: is the Metabolism of the glycopro- within the metabolism. When their antennas are
teins, group of reactions that allow their syn- badly formed (example: Mutis and Isomis from
the story), they cannot perform properly and a
thesis and proper functioning.
metabolic alteration is produced with more or
Ants: are the proteins with different functions less serious consequences, depending on the prowithin the ant nest (Glycoland).
teins which are affected.
Antennas: chains of different sugars (different The grasshopper Jaak: represents the figure of
coloured beads) which should join together fo- the doctor that dedicates his life to helping his
llowing a certain pattern of numbers and colours patients, not only in his day-to-day clinical pracso that the protein can function correctly.
tice, but also in the meditation about the posAnts that shape the antennas (sculptors, desig- sibility of new diseases, such as the defects of
ners and strongest ants): are the proteins which glycosylation, which has allowed for the diagnoyield sugars (sculptors) to the chains in a de- sis of many children with these diseases.
termined order (designers) and transport them Reticulum (the hospital within the story): repre(strongest ants). Fosfi (a character from the sents the endoplasmic reticulum, where the mastory) is an example of a designer ant.
jority of the formation of sugar antennas of the
glycoproteins takes place.
Metaboland Forest: is the Metabolism, group of
reactions that allow us to live.

The story of Glycoland and the coloured antennas tries to explain how some rare diseases
are produced, in a simple and entertaining
way, so that it can be understood by children
and adults alike, implicated or not in these
metabolic diseases.

In this story about a colony of ants with coloured antennas you can understand that our
body’s cells need for all its components to function correctly. You’ll be able to see what
happens when a problem occurs to prevent this happening, and how important it is for us
to dedicate our effort in helping people who suffer a metabolic disease, be it by worrying
about their problem, trying to understand it by way of a story which explains it, or doing
anything and everything possible to help these diseases being known and overcome.
The efforts of Reinalda, Queen of the ants, and Jaak, the wise grasshopper, to find a solution to the problems of Mutis and Isomis will entertain you, and at the same time, show
you that we must never lose hope, that patience is very important and that sometimes
we can find solutions to very, very complex problems.

